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Hello Michigan! Patti and I will do
our best to serve you the members and
can’t wait to meet even more of you.
Our journey of meeting and making
more GWRRA friends started back in
2011 when it was decided we were the
Michigan District Couple. Since then we
have made more friends and met so
many of you it’s hard to keep track. We
had some great fun at the combined
rally and want to thank everyone who
had any part of everything that was on
the schedule! We
would like to thank
Bob & Kim Scott
for all the work
they did over the
past three years
and our last 3 rallies in Evart.
Now to share some of the changes
that have to do with the
District Director...
(From the GWRRA Website)
The name hasn’t changed but the
interactions and role has changed. The
District Director will help in coordinating
activities throughout the District to meet
Chapter and Members needs and desires. Your focus will be as a Coach. A
Coach, by our definition, is the one who

tells you how to do it and where you can
get the needed help to get it done well.
The problem-solving approach will be to
coach others into a self-discovery after
you have shared ideas with them. Then
guide the results.
The District Director will communicate to all Members in their District
through a modified newsletter, email,
social media, Facebook, etc. as needed,
with activities and some news of the District. The focus of communication is to
encourage participation in activities. Our
District Director will have regular
(monthly at least) conversations with the
Chapter Directors to help keep them focused and to guide them as to where
they can get the answers, including from
the rest of the District Team.
Our District Director will also coach
and facilitate their team to be certain
that activities are planned and assist as
needed when a Team Member needs
help.
If the District puts on a rally, they
will coordinate all of their Team and volunteers to put on a rally focused on fun,
socialization, rides and education that
fits each District’s needs.
Overall, the District Director role is
the coordinator of fun, riding, knowledge
opportunity and Chapter interaction/
socials.
As we look to the future there are
many changes happening in GWRRA as
you can see. The role of District Director
is going thru many changes. What we
do know for certain is we will be having
a great time at our next three events on
the schedule: Fall Officer Meeting on
Saturday, November 4th at 10am. The
Meeting will be at the church where
continued...

Chapter J holds their gathering. Officers plan to attend
but the meeting is open to all members. Wingless
Weekend at the Lakeside Resort (Houghton Lake). And
our 2018 Michigan Rally at the Fairgrounds in Marshall.
As far as the $25 monthly prize for finding your
membership number in the district newsletter we will
continue that practice started by Bob & Kim at least
until the 1st of the year so if your number is 375976
you have until the 15th to CALL ME! After the 1st of the
year things will start to change and GWRRA will operate
without our Region Teams. For members one of the
changes you will see is the District Newsletter will be
more in the form of a bulletin with information directed
mainly to Officers & Team Members. And the District
Educators will be providing a monthly article directly to
all chapters to be put in your chapter newsletters. This
district modified newsletter or bulletin will occasionally
have promotional items for District Events & Rides.
We want to thank new team members for stepping
up and staying on! We still have Bob & Marcia Kinsey
as ADDs for the Southeast Section. Rob & Pam Robinson ADDs for the East Central and will be adding Randy
& Cheryl Wiggins as ADDs for the West Section along
with Phil & Char Smock as ADDs for the North. Our
newly installed District Trainers are Rick & Joy Hebner!
We are glad to keep Eddy & Charlene McDougal as district treasurers! And what would our team be without
Rider Education? Dennis & Felicia Schulte, District Educators along with Brent & Sandy Blackburn, Assistant
District Educators will continue the world class GWRRA
Education. MEC? Tim & Pam Hanson, our 2017 District
Couple will be the next Membership Enhancement Coordinators. All new ADDs & MEC will be installed at the
Fall Officer Meeting so don’t miss it.
One of the new district team positions is Motorist
Awareness Coordinator! Our current MFA coordinator
and CD at Chapter J, Gary & Carol Williams will be filling that position. The other new position in January will
be District Ride Coordinator. If you are interested contact us or Dennis & Felicia as you would be working
closely with the Rider Education Program.
Well that is enough for one month and I don’t want
to start another column!
Have FUN & Ride Safe! Ken & Patti
Your Newbie DDs
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The First and Last ever Michigan and Region D
Rally was a big success. There were a lot of rides,
prizes, games, activities and entertainment. Fun was
had by all, at least by all that did not get an upper
respiratory infection during the rally, even with that I
still had fun. I understand that the pre-rally ride was
very fun and everyone had a good time Thanks to
Neil for all of the work in organizing it.
There are many changes going on in GWRRA and
many happened at the District level. Our new Michigan District Director’s Ken and Patti Kintner were
sworn in at the closing of the rally. They also announced their new team; there are new Assistant District Directors, new District Trainers, a New District
MEC and a New Motorist Awareness Director.
Some of you may have heard that Randy and I
have accepted a new position at District level. This is
true we will be stepping down or away from the MEC
position and becoming the new Assistant District Directors for the Western Section. Tim and Pam Hanson will be the new District Membership Enhancement
Coordinators and I am sure they will do a great job.
Randy and I were originally going to go on the pre
-rally ride, but opted to head over to Oscoda, one of
our old stomping grounds, and ride some of the nice
roads on the East coast, after all we ride the west
coast all of the time. We had a great time during our
ride and riding the River road out to Lumberman’s
Monument is such a nice road. We are thinking about
a fall ride to the area, it will be very nice with all of
the colors.
Speaking of fall, have you noticed that summer is
dwindling down, the days are starting to become
shorter and the sun sets are earlier. The temperatures will start to drop soon and you know what all of
this means? Motorcycle weather is getting better!!!!
I love to ride in the cool crisp air. It is more comfortable, breathing is easier and if it gets too chilly all
you have to do is put another layer of clothing on.
So, here is to two more months of motorcycling and if
we are lucky three more months.

Hope to see you soon
Cheryl and Randy Wiggins
Soon to be Former Membership Enhancement Coordinators And future Western Section ADD’s

Individual Couple & Chapter of the Year
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DATE

EVENT

CHAPTER

LOCATION

SEPTEMBER
September 8-9
September 9
September 10
September 10
September 30

Annual Campout
Freedom Run
33rd Annual Toy Run
Anniversary Party
Anniversary Party

Ontario Chapter H
C2
W
K2
F2

Sault Ste Marie, Ontario
Ludington, MI
Adrian, MI
Big Rapids, MI
Davison, MI

OCTOBER
October 7
October 14

Anniversary Party
Anniversary Party

Y
V

Houghton Lake, MI
Freeland, MI

Fall Officer Meeting

MI District

Jackson, MI

NOVEMBER
November 4 10am

Thank You Bob & Kim Scott—Former Michigan District Directors!
Thank YOU Lloyd, Becky and the Entire Region D TEAM!
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A Michigan member recently shared this with me . If you are a CD who forwards emails
from district to your chapter members PLEASE read this and if you follow the simple
steps you will NOT share your chapter email list with all the other members on the list!
Good Advice

about e-mail

Words To Live By.
A friend who is a computer expert received the following directly from a system administrator for a corporate system. It
is an excellent message that ABSOLUTELY applies to ALL of us who send e-mails. Please read the short letter below,
even if you're sure you already follow proper procedures.
Do you really know how to forward e-mails? 50% of us do; 50% DO NOT.
Do you wonder why you get viruses or junk mail? Do you hate it? Every time you forward an e-mail there is information
left over from the people who got the message before you, namely their e-mail addresses and names. As the messages
get forwarded along, the list of addresses builds, and builds, and builds, and all it takes is for some poor sap to get a
virus, and his or her computer can send that virus to every E-mail address that has come across his computer. Or,
someone can take all of those addresses and sell them or send junk mail to them in the hopes that you will go to the site
and he will make five cents for each hit. That's right, all of that inconvenience over a nickel! How do you stop it? Well,
there are several easy steps. Try the following if you haven't done it before:
(1) When you forward an e-mail, DELETE all of the other addresses that appear in the body of the message
(at the top). That's right, DELETE them. Highlight them and delete them, backspace them, cut them, whatever it is
you know how to do. It only takes a second. You MUST click the "Forward" button first and then you will have full editing capabilities against the body and headers of the message. If you don't click on "Forward" first, you won't be able to
edit the message at all.
(2) Whenever you send an e-mail to more than one person, do NOT use the To: or Cc: fields for adding e-mail addresses. Always use the BCC:(blind carbon copy) field for listing the e-mail addresses. This is the way the
people you send to will only see their own e-mail address. If you don't see your BCC: option click on where it says To:
and your address list will appear. Highlight the address and choose BCC: and that's it, it's that easy. When you send to
BCC: your message will automatically say "Undisclosed Recipients in the "TO:" field of the people who receive it.
(3) Remove any "FW :" in the subject line. You can re-name the subject if you wish or even fix spelling.
(4) ALWAYS hit your Forward button from the actual e-mail you are reading . Ever get those e-mails that you
have to open 10 pages to read the one page with the information on it? By Forwarding from the actual page you wish
someone to view, you stop them from having to open many e-mails just to see what you sent.
(5) Have you ever gotten an email that is a petition? It states a position and asks you to add your name and address and to forward it to 10 or 15 people or your entire address book. The email can be forwarded on and on and can
collect thousands of names and email addresses. A FACT: The completed petition is actually worth a couple of bucks to
a professional spammer because of the wealth of valid names and email addresses contained therein. DO NOT put
your email address of any petition. If you want to support the petition, send it as your own personal letter to the
intended recipient. Your position may carry more weight as a personal letter than a laundry list of names and email address on a petition. (And don't believe the ones that say that the email is being traced, it just ain't so!)
Some of the other emails to delete and not forward are:
1. The one that says something like, "Send this email to 10 people and you'll see something great run across
your screen." Or sometimes they'll just tease you by saying 'something really cute will happen.' IT AIN'T GONNA
HAPPEN!!!!! (We are still seeing some of the same emails that we waited on 10 years ago!)
2. I don't let the bad luck ones scare me either, they get trashed.
3. Before you forward an 'Amber Alert' , or a 'Virus Alert', or some of the other emails floating around nowadays,
check them out before you forward them. Most of them are junk mail that's been circling the net for YEARS! Just about
everything you receive in an email that is in question can be checked out at Snopes. Just go to
www.snopes.com . It's really easy to find out if it's real or not. If it's not, please don't pass it on.
So please, in the future, let's stop the junk mail and the viruses.
Finally, here's an idea!!! Let's send this to everyone we know ( but strip my address off first, please). This is something that SHOULD be forwarded, so do it.
Thanks ! for listening .
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What does it all mean?
The biggest part is: no more Regions. So at this time please
take the time to thank the members of the Region D Team
for serving all of us and then focus on the FUN we
all have in our futures as GWRRA Members!
Stay tuned for more information!
The changes don’t happen till January 1, 2018.
As we get more information we will pass it along.
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Eddie and I have contacted the raffle winners,
and have disbursing their prize monies. Bob & Kim
Scott presented the $10,000 1st Place Winner was
Robin Deluge, of Leroy, MI. Her ticket was sold by
Chapter K-2's Don Reid.
The $2,500.00 2nd place prize winner is Rachel
Meade , of Brighton , MI. Her ticket was sold by
Chapter D-2.
The $1,000.00 3rd place prize winner is Coralyn
Braden, of S. Rockwood, MI. Her ticket was sold by
Chapter C's Dianne and Doug Lancaster.
Eddie & Charlene McDougle
mcdouglemidt@gmail.com
248-559-6239

1st Place Ticket for $10,000
Robin Deluge of Leroy, Michigan
Ticket Sold by
Don Reed from Chapter K2
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2nd Place Ticket for $2,500
Rachel Meade of Brighton, Michigan
Ticket Sold by Chapter D2

3rd Place Ticket for $1,000
Cora Braden of S. Rockwood, Michigan
Ticket Sold by
Doug & Diana Lancaster
Chapter C

An interesting article by Wes Siler in RideApart news
discussed ten common motorcycle accidents causes:
1. a car turns left in front of you
2. you hit gravel in a blind corner
3. you entered a corner too fast
4. a car changes lanes into you
5. a car hits you from behind
6. your riding buddies are idiots
7. you locked the front brake
8. a car opened its door
9. it’s slippery
10. alcohol
Pick any one of these, or all of them, at a chapter
gathering and discuss what would YOU do and then
come to a conclusion as to what you SHOULD do.
Recent Past
The District/Region rally is now over. More vendors, great entertainment using our own members
and their many talents, and rider courses were available. Shiny Side Up had no sign-in’s, so sadly that
was not held. Starting the process of dividing up Region Rider Education supplies amongst the three District Rider Educators took
some time, but was much
more efficient and economical
to do now when we had all
three states together. It did
make us ten minutes late to
the closing ceremony, though,
and we apologize for that.
The light parade was great,
and downtown Evart was appreciative as always.
Near Future
We are now looking forward to our trip to Grapevine next week. This will be our
longest motorcycle trip together,
and our longest vacation together, so should be very interesting. Yes, we have done some
planning—Christmas came in
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August this year with high visibility cooling vests for
both of us, passenger cup holder for Felicia so we don’t
have to share liquid while riding tank to tank, new riding
boots for Dennis, new beverage cups for both of us, and
a drivers back rest. Dennis will be teaching arider
course there, though which one may be in doubt as it’s
been changed once due to lack of sign-up’s. He will then
be certified as a Trike with Trailer rider course instructor.
League of Aces exercises to be held on the range at
Grapevine Mills on Saturday morning after the grand
parade are also in need of spotters. We also look forward to hearing about more of the changes to come, and
the adjustments to the original plans that are now being
discussed.
Future
As you know, District Educators will no longer have
Chapter Educators at the chapter level to assist with reporting, help with levels signups and updates, and request seminars and courses for the individual chapters.
There will instead be a Chapter Ride Coordinator, who
will report to a District Ride Coordinator, who will be at
the same level as District Educators. The Chapter Ride
Coordinator must be a Level II in the levels program,
will be sharing safety tips on riding, and are to plan rides
that fit your chapter members Paperwork for the levels
program will still be processed through us as District
Educators, and we will continue to write newsletter articles for the Michigan District newsletter, while working
with the District Ride Coordinator and the District University Coordinator to plan at least quarterly Education
events. We personally consider Wingless in Michigan
and the District Rally in Michigan to be two of these Education events as we plan seminars and even rider
courses around them, at least the ones during the summer.
Safe riding,
Dennis and Felicia
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From the Westside
As you all know Bob & Kim Scott stepped down as
Michigan DD. We would like to thank them for the hard
work they did for the last 3 years. Now they can set
back and enjoy there time at Wingless Weekend & the
Michigan District Rally.
Most of you know Region D will be no more after the
first of the year. We will also like to thank Lloyd &
Becky Glydewell. They did a great job. We will miss the
Region D Rally. I Know we will miss them, hopefully
see them at all the Rallies .
As most of you know Ken &
Patti Kintner has stepped up
and are the new Michigan DD.
We would like to congratulate
them on their new position. We
all need to give them our continued support With the
changes coming after the first
of the year, they will be quite
busy learning the new GWRRA
We are starting to get 2017
Michigan Road Safari Passport
in.. Is far it appears that a lot are going to all 16
checkpoints. You must send your passport to Bob &
Marcia Kinsey. If you send it to someone else your
name may not get to us and you may not get a shirt or
in the drawing for $100.00 dollars. We hope you all
continue to complete you passports ,there is still a lot
of great riding weather to enjoy.
Our address is wrong in the passport. It is:
Bob & Marcia Kinsey
12170 M-156
Morenci MI 49256
Bob & Marcia Kinsey South East Section ADD

This may be my last article as the Assistant District
Director for the West section. As many of you found out
at the Rally, Randy and Cheryl Wiggins will be the new
ADD’s for that side of the state. Pam & I will be taking on
the role of being the Membership Enhancement Coordinators for the District. The big change announced at the
closing of the Rally was that, Ken & Patti Kintner are the
new District Directors. Let’s show them the same support
that we have given all the Directors in the past. There will
be a tough challenge ahead for them with all the changes
that are coming from Phoenix.
Even though it was only for a year, it was really nice
getting to know more of you. I know we didn’t make it to
as many functions on that side of the state as we wanted
to, Pam still works, and we still enjoyed the ones we did
make it to. Please continue to show Randy & Cheryl the
same support you gave us.
Speaking of the Rally, the Region and District teams
are considering it a big success. Too bad it will be the last
combined rally of this type. There was a big turnout of
members, great vendors to visit, and good food to be
had. The ice cream
vendor was very popular. I know we spent
some money at the
vendors. We had a
great pin stripping job
done by Mountain Man.
Heard nothing but good
things about it, after
we pulled it out of the
building.
The District team will be in the process very soon of
planning for Wingless Weekend and next year’s Rally. If
anyone has any suggestions for a theme for either one,
let someone from the team know.
Until Next Month
Be Safe out There
Tim & Pam Hanson
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What a great time we had in Evart! The time, energy, efforts, ideas, planning and collaboration within
the Region D and MI District Teams was awesome!!
Thank You to everyone who was involved in the process. A big Thank You to everyone who attended the
rally. We are all members benefiting from the fun with
being at the first ever combined Region D / MI Rally,
(also sadly known as the last Region D Rally).
We had the honor at this rally to have the Selection
Process for the Region D Couple of the Year. Tim and
Pam Hanson have, and will continue to represent
Michigan well. They, along with Rick and Debbie Warmels from IN, went through the process with the
judges. After the process was completed, it was announced that Rick and Debbie are the Region D Couple
of the Year for 2017-2018. We congratulate them.
Thanks Tim and Pam for representing MI. Have a
blast Rick and Debbie!
One thing I have loved the past few years is being
able to bring in our Chapter Couples from all over at
either opening or closing ceremony, in order for them
to be introduced to all the membership. I love being
able to give them this extra honor. I also love presenting the clock to the current District Couple. I trust
that whenever Tim and Pam glance at their clock to
see the time, it will remind them of time well spent as
Chapter and District Couple of the Year.
Even though we have many changes coming in our
Association, one thing should always remain. Honoring a Couple and Individual from your Chapter for
what they have been doing in your Chapter. And encouraging your Couple and Individual to go through
the Selection Process at Wingless Weekend.
So through the many changes coming from National, Region and our District, I will always support
and encourage this wonderful Individual and Couple of
the Year program.
Have fun, encourage one another, be safe, and
enjoy your rides.
Blessings,
Carol and Gary Williams
Michigan District Couple of the Year Coordinator
Chapter MI-J Directors
517.262.6314
gwrra.mi.coy2014@gmail.com
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Greetings from your new District Trainers!
For those of you who may not know us, we’re Rick
and Joy Hebner, and it is truly an honor to be asked to
be your new District Trainers. We look forward to
meeting those of you we do not know when we are out
and about.
We hope all of you had a great time at the first
Region/District Rally in August. Did you take the opportunity to attend one or more of the modules
(formerly seminars) that were presented? If you did,
we hope you had as much fun as we did in the one
that we presented. We had a very nice group and a
lot of good interaction.
What is GWRRA anyway? Why are we members of
Chapters, and not clubs? There is an opportunity to
attend the “Saturday Blitz” in Ohio in the Columbus
Area. There, you will learn more about GWRRA and
have questions answered that you may have. The
training will be held October 28th, 8:30am to approximately 5pm, in Groveport Ohio. If you are interested,
please RSVP to bjones958@zoominternet.net.
Take a look at the flyer on the next page!
As more information becomes available, we will get
the information out. There is limited space available.
Once again, thank you for this honor and we look forward to serving the great members of the Michigan
District!
Rick & Joy Hebner, District Trainers
joyful57@hotmail.com
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CLICK FLYERS to DOWNLOAD!

I wanted to place an ad since I’m selling my 1998 Magna.
If anyone is looking to step down in size from a Goldwing or looking for a second bike I have a great ride for sale since
buying my Goldwing.
I have a great motorcycle looking for a great home. 1998 Honda Magna VF750, with less than 24,000 miles.
Lots of accessories:
Tour Master Luggage
Bike lift / Cover
Battery tender
New tires
Cover
Great Brakes
Mustang seat
Kuryakyn Highway pegs
Stored in garage always
This runs like a champ and I’ve taken great care of it and I love the bike, however selling due to purchase of a Goldwing
and don't need a second bike right now. Never been laid down, maintained very well.
$3k.
Let me know if you or anyone you know may be interested.
Pictures can be seen on my facebook page.
PH: 248-770-2319
Thank you and if you have any questions please feel free to contact me.
Best Regards, Chris Peurach Madison Heights, MI
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2004 GL1800 Gold Wing for sale, White. Many “functional” accessories installed, including tall F4 windshield, mirror-mounted turn signal indicators, Gerbing dual control for heated clothing, heated grips, backrest, highway
pegs, 32 oz Butler, passenger 22 oz Butler, passenger armrests, passenger transformer footrests, luggage rack,
rear spoiler with run/turn/stop light, Bushtec trailer hitch, Bushtec 16 qt cooler. 146,000 miles and in good condition for the mileage on it. Asking $6500. Selling due to health reasons. Contact Richard Phariss at 586-5962837 or richard@phariss.com GWRRA # 074780
Also available for sale (prices negotiable):
Tourmaster Flex Series II Jacket Men’s XL (serviceable condition)
Tourmaster Flex Series II Jacket Women’s Cut L (like-new condition)
6th Gear Hi-Vis Ventilated Jacket XL (like-new condition)
6th Gear Hi-Vis Ventilated Jacket L (like-new condition)
Tourmaster Rainsuit XL (like-new condition)
Tourmaster Rainsuit L (like-new condition)
Frog Toggs Orange XL (serviceable condition)
Frog Toggs Orange L (serviceable condition)
Gerbing Jacket Liner XL (like-new condition)
Gerbing Jacket Liner L (serviceable condition)
Gerbing Heated Gloves Old Style Large (serviceable condition)
Gerbing Heated Gloves T5 Microwire Large (like-new condition)
Gerbing Heated Gloves Ladies Medium (serviceable condition)
Gerbing Union Ridge Heated Pants Large (serviceable condition)
Gerbing Union Ridge Heated Pants Medium (serviceable condition)
Gerbing Heated Sock Liners Medium (like-new condition)
Gerbing Heated Sock Liners Small (like-new condition)
Gerbing Heated Insoles Medium (serviceable condition)
Gerbing Single Temp Controller (serviceable condition)
Laren Motorcycle Jack (like-new condition)
Many men’s and ladies gloves in various condition in addition to above Gerbing gloves
“serviceable condition” means good condition and ready for use – no repairs needed
From Richard Phariss, 30625 Constance Ct., Chesterfield, MI 48051 (586) 596-2837
Member of the former Michigan Chapter A
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NEW PROGRESSIVE MONOTUBES, TRIKED BIKE CANNOT USE ON TRIKE KIT.
$200.00 CALL RON 810-397-7318
Ron Tidball
2317 Rifle River Trail
West Branch,MI 48661
Chapter Y

USED TRAILER HITCH FITS 2001-2016 GL1800 COMES WITH MUD FLAP.
$50. CALL RON 810-397-7318
Ron Tidball
2317 Rifle River Trail
West Branch,MI 48661
Chapter Y

I have for sale a beautiful 2005 GL1800 Goldwing trike in "Hot Rod" yellow. This trike has 112,300 pampered
miles. Lehman "Monarch II" conversion with all of the option including aqua boards and light bars' E-Z Steer and
recently rebuilt front end with a new tire. The rear wheels have been upgraded to chrome with new tires. Tasteful
pinstripes etc,,, done by the famous "Scarecrow"
It has all of the standard Goldwing features plus all of the audio options such as CB radio, digital music player
(replaces the CD player), plus an aux. patch cord, plus a trunk spoiler with brake light. It come with two covers.
There are custom touches everywhere you look on this bike, way too many to list here,and many of which are
color matched.
It has Kuryakyn passenger armrests and floorboards and driver backrest, along with many many added chrome
goodies... Too many to list here.
This rig has been extremely well taken care of and it shows. The paint is flawless and everything works as it
should. Words alone don't do this bike justice. Pictures available upon request. Thanks for looking!
Priced at $21,500. The bike is located in Saginaw, MI. 48609.
For more details, call Tim @ 989-737-4709 or email @ tbush4778@gmail.com
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FOR SALE - Timeout Deluxe Camper
Excellent Condition! $3,600.00
PRICE REDUCED $3,000.00!
Includes:
Air Conditioner
Luggage Bag
A/C Stand
Awning
Add A Room
Queen Bed - Air Mattress
Bearing Buddies
Large Cooler
Cooler Rack
Front & Rear Light Bars
Table Tripod
Aluminum Wheels
Contact Ken Kintner
(517) 902-9893
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